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Is Your Career Site Optimized For:

MOBILE

SOCIALGOOGLE/SEO

EMPLOYER 
BRANDING



Our 4 Pillars

Career 
Sites Creative

DEI&A
Talent 
Community



01 EMPLOYER BRANDING





41%

157%

on sites with videos

more traffic

increase in 
organic traffic

on sites with videos

80%
increase in 

conversions
on sites with videos

76%
of job seekers 

look for a 
diverse 

workplace

INCLUSIVE PHOTO + VIDEO







02 MOBILE



63%
of Google Searches are mobile 
(Oberlo)

Mid Career Workers (Age 35-44) are 
most likely to use mobile searching 
(Glassdoor)

Desk jobs attract fewer mobile 
job seekers (Glassdoor)



MOBILE Apply Clicks 2012 to Today



MOBILE Apply Clicks 2012 to Today



MOBILE

Responsive Design Fluid/Adaptive Design
Websites that are built with 

fluid/adaptive design use 
percentages for widths and 

deliver a version of the website 
optimized for that screen or 

device. 

Websites that are built with 
responsive design use media 
queries to target breakpoints 

that scale images, wrap text and 
adjust layout so that the website 

can ‘shrink to fit’ any size of 
screen.

VS









03 GOOGLE/SEO





GOOGLE SEO

Organic Traffic Google For Jobs Traffic
Job seekers that land on your 

individual job description pages from 
doing a search on Google and going to 

the Google For Jobs Site.  Typically 
could be in a much greater amount of 

results than basic organic.

Job Seekers that land on your 
website from unpaid Google 

search results. Typically would 
be from ranking in the top 10 for 

a particular career/job search

VS



Google for Jobs

Google Organic



Missing 
Ads

Tons of 
Apply 
Links





04 SOCIAL





SOCIAL ADS



SOCIAL MEDIA ADS

➔ Should not be used for immediate 

hiring needs

➔ Better suited for brand awareness 

campaigns and new location 

launches

➔ Main call to action should be to 

leave minimal contact info



SAVED SEARCH

➔ Showcase the effectiveness of simple 

data collection from a career site



Now ask yourself…

Does it provide the 
flexibility to display 

my employee culture 
& brand?

Does it display a 
diverse work culture, 
gaining rapport with 

veterans
& IWD?

Does it provide 
intelligent, front end 

analytics? Is it mobile 
responsive & 

adaptive?

Does it have a 
compliance friendly 

CRM/Talent 
Community?

Is it built with 
universal, accessible 
design with WCAG 2.1 

in mind?

Is it built with Google 
schema and Google 

Talent Search in 
mind?

Is the candidate 
“dumped” into an ATS 
when clicks apply or 

an engaging, SEO, 
branded platform?

Does it provide 
access to customized 

employer branding 
features?



04 QUESTIONS?



Ruth@RecruitRooster.com
Elliott@RecruitRooster.com

RecruitRooster.com

THANKS


